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A B S T R A C T

Focused on a particular facet of private climate and energy governance – corporate demand for and procurement
of carbon-free electricity from renewable sources – this study uncovers a new set of opportunities for the political
acceleration of energy transitions. In seeking to understand the grid-greening impacts of corporate renewable
procurement and demand, the study reveals that private energy and electricity governance can actually serve to
alter the politics of energy transitions. Specifically, the analysis presented in this paper shows that public–private
governance interactions can destabilize the politics of carbon lock-in by expanding coalitions for decarboniza-
tion and triggering positive private–public regulatory feedbacks. Grounded in the empirical context of the US
electricity sector – a dynamic site of coexistence and interaction between public and private energy governance,
the research and analysis presented in this paper show that business engagement in private, market-driven
greening of the electricity sector can advance renewable transition both directly, through buyer-driven increases
in renewable generation capacity; and indirectly, through turning corporate renewable buyers into the bene-
ficiaries and supporters of public policy and regulatory action that advances decarbonization.

1. Introduction

Timely transition to a low-carbon, renewably powered US and
global economy is key to climate change mitigation. Transitioning to
renewables is also critical for alleviating the many conservation, health,
environmental justice and distributive problems associated with con-
ventional energy use and extraction: from the land degradation, eco-
logical disruption, and community displacement commonly associated
with fossil fuel extraction to the serious and inequitably distributed
environmental and health impacts of fossil fueled transport and elec-
tricity generation [1–5].

The political and policy pathways towards renewable transitions are
less than clear, however, since incumbent industry actors like utilities
and carbon majors have been rather successful at thwarting climate
policy and keeping political opportunity structures closed to public
regulatory governance for decarbonization [6–9].

Given that blocked political opportunities have systematically im-
peded many types of public regulatory action capable of underwriting
renewable transitions, a number of scholars and practitioners have
welcomed the recent proliferation of initiatives in private climate and

energy governance [10–12].1 By virtue of operating outside the closed
political opportunity structures responsible for perpetuating public
policy and regulatory shortfalls, private governance, which takes a
range of forms – from individual and household pursuit of energy ef-
ficiency and distributed energy solutions to corporate and institutional
adoption of renewable energy procurement and value chain dec-
arbonization – appears poised to fill a number of gaps in the public
regulatory governance of energy and climate change [11–14].2

While many see private governance as a welcome and needed
complement to public climate and energy governance, however, others
perceive it to be a net negative for environmental policy and problem
solving. Rather than supplementing public environmental policy and
regulation, such skeptics argue, private governance stands to under-
mine and displace it, acting to diminish demand and support for public
policy and regulatory interventions without actually alleviating en-
vironmental problems it targets, and without coming under scrutiny
from established public systems of accountability and oversight
[15–19].

This study takes an empirically grounded approach to advancing
scholarly understanding on the dynamics of public–private governance
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interactions and the implications of such interactions for sustainability
transitions. Focusing on a key strand of private climate and energy
governance – the growing corporate procurement and demand for
carbon-free electricity from renewable sources – the paper analyzes the
role of private governance in shaping renewable transitions, in parti-
cular:

1 Its direct contribution to grid-greening and electricity dec-
arbonization – e.g. its capacity to drive expansion in the scale and
share of renewable electricity generation, and

2 Its effects on public climate and energy policy, i.e. its indirect,
public–policy-mediated influence on the scale and pace of renew-
able transitions.

The study tackles these questions within the specific empirical
context of the US electricity sector – a dynamic site of interaction be-
tween public and private governance initiatives, between a long-
standing if halting and highly uneven public regulatory push for dec-
arbonization, and a growing market pull in the same direction. With
hundreds of global companies procuring renewable electricity in 75
countries, the US has the largest number (241), and share (49%) of
companies actively sourcing renewable electricity, as well as the largest
volume of corporate renewable procurement [20,21]. Alongside its
long-standing if insufficient public regulatory push for grid-greening
and electricity decarbonization, the US is thus also experiencing a sig-
nificant private governance pull in the same direction. As such, the US
electricity sector makes an excellent empirical context for studying the
dynamics of public–private governance interaction – for examining the
direct and indirect effects of private governance on the scale and pace
of grid-greening and electricity decarbonization, including its effects on
the public regulatory governance of electricity generation.

Analysis presented in this paper suggests that private governance
initiatives, in the form of corporate commitments to and demand for
carbon-free electricity from renewable sources, are advancing US
electricity decarbonization both directly, by driving the addition of
renewable generation capacity to various parts of the US grid, and in-
directly, by triggering corporate political demand for public policy and
regulatory interventions that expand corporate access to renewables.
Analysis presented in the paper further shows that corporate electricity
buyers’ support for pro-renewables public policy and regulation in-
cludes (1) support of public regulatory interventions that expand cor-
porate access to renewables by mandating decarbonization of electricity
generation, as well as (2) support for public regulatory interventions
that extend the reach and effectiveness of corporate electricity buyers’
private authority and regulation.

By documenting how private governance initiatives are creating a
drive for the public adoption of renewables-promoting policies, by
showing that private governance can sometimes serve as a lever for
rearranging political opportunity structures previously closed to public
policy and regulatory action of environmental benefit, this study makes
several contributions to scholarship on environmental governance and
sustainability transitions.

First, it advances governance scholarship efforts at charting the
range and complexity of public–private governance interactions, and
governance scholarship endeavors at mapping the multiplicity and di-
versity of interaction mechanisms and effects [13,14,[22–26].

Second, by identifying a private-governance-driven mechanism for
the political acceleration of renewable transitions, the study extends
sustainability transitions scholarship, which has mainly focused on the
public governance realm even while private governance initiatives have
continued to grow in number, diversity, and prevalence [8,[27–30].

Finally, this study helps bridge the private governance and sus-
tainability transitions literatures by identifying and investigating
questions of shared scholarly and normative interest.

2. Theory and policy background

2.1. Sustainability transitions

Corporate renewable commitments and corporate efforts to power
US and global operations with carbon-free electricity from renewable
sources are of interest to sustainability transitions research because of
their potentially significant yet still unresolved implications for the
pace and outcomes of renewable energy transitions. On the one hand,
private governance initiatives, such as corporate renewable demand
and procurement, have the potential to advance electricity dec-
arbonization by adding an important market pull to the public reg-
ulatory push created by energy efficiency and renewable electricity
standards, cap and trade programs, carbon pricing, and renewable tax
credits. Further, key factors driving the rise of private, buyer-driven
governance for electricity decarbonization – growing societal expecta-
tions for environmentally responsible business behavior combined with
technological advances that make renewables cost competitive and
economically attractive [21,[31–33] – represent the types of external
pressures that scholars of sustainability transitions identify as pivotal in
triggering a political acceleration of transitions, as important in driving
the political and policy re-alignments that favor niche innovations and
the advancement of socio-technical transitions [29].

On the other hand, a distinctive body of environmental and gov-
ernance scholarship suggests that private climate and energy govern-
ance could potentially work to impede renewable transitions – that it
could stall or thwart such transitions eroding public support for gov-
ernment environmental regulation, by increasing business capacity to
drive policy while undermining the propensity and capacity of gov-
ernment to regulate in the public interest [15,16,25].

The sustainability transitions and private governance literatures
thus offer some contradictory expectations regarding the nature and
mechanisms of private governance impact on the direction, pace, and
politics of renewable transitions: while recent transitions scholarship
and some private governance research suggest a potential for private
energy and electricity governance to advance, even accelerate elec-
tricity decarbonization and renewable transitions, other private gov-
ernance scholarship cautions about the possibility for private govern-
ance to ultimately undermine and stall such transitions.

2.2. Private governance

The case of private governance for electricity decarbonization thus
offers a key opportunity to generate empirically grounded insights on
two related questions of leading theoretical and normative significance
for private governance scholarship: (1) the role and effectiveness of
private governance in ameliorating social and environmental problems,
and (2) the dynamics and consequences of public–private governance
interactions, particularly private governance effects on public reg-
ulatory governance and public environmental problem solving.

Referenced by a number of different but related and sometimes
overlapping concepts, including corporate social responsibility (CSR),
voluntary self-regulation, transnational business governance, and non-
state, market-driven governance, private governance encompasses a
wide range of forms, and consists of norms, rules, and institutions
created by actors outside of government to steer or regulate the beha-
vior of other actors outside of government. Private governance, in other
words, refers to the performance of traditionally public, governmental
functions – like rule setting, implementation and enforcement – by
private, non-governmental actors [10,12,14,34,35,36]. In the case of
private environmental governance, rules and norms of environmentally
responsible behavior, along with institutional arrangements that ensure
their dissemination and observance, are commonly created by NGO or
business actors [35,37,38]. Corporate environmental commitments
(e.g. commitments to sustainable sourcing, carbon and water neutrality,
pollution reduction, and waste minimization), as well as business or
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NGO-designed principles and criteria of sustainable practice, along with
their supporting institutional arrangements (like green clubs, sustain-
ability certification, and eco-labeling schemes), are among the more
common and visible forms of contemporary private environmental
governance [39–45].

The theory of change underpinning many contemporary forms of
private environmental governance is that of governing through the
market – the idea of market pull as the source of private regulatory
pressure, the idea that generating and communicating market demand
and recognition for sustainably produced goods and services can solve
environmental problems by driving their producers to improve en-
vironmental, resource (and/or labor) practices in production [46–49].
Many of the dominant forms of contemporary private environmental
governance are thus anchored in a theory of change that calls for
leveraging market relationships to generate pressure for changing
ecologically problematic practices in production [41,44,[50–52].

The actual impact of environmental governance on the social and
environmental problems it seeks to ameliorate, however, remains in-
adequately understood and commonly contested [10,11,53,54]. Some
research identifies positive labor and environmental impacts of private
governance [11,[55–57], while much private governance scholarship
remains agnostic or skeptical on the social and conservation benefits
from such initiatives [58,59].

Skeptical scholars question the capacity of private governance in-
itiatives to go beyond generating promising regulatory outputs (such as
stakeholder dialogues and certification regimes, market changes and
sustainable sourcing commitments) and reach all the way to triggering
positive environmental outcomes (i.e. curbing destructive farming, re-
source use, or manufacturing practices to generate measurable im-
provements in environmental quality and ecosystem health). Some
skeptics further argue that the marginal environmental gains coming
from some private governance initiatives3 are at a major long-term cost
to cumulative environmental quality and public regulatory governance
[16]. Even if it succeeds in producing some short to medium term im-
provements in business or industry environmental performance, these
scholars argue, private governance threatens to undermine societal
capacity for environmental protection by vesting progressively more
decisionmaking power and authority in self-interested and often un-
accountable business actors, by providing cover for corporations
working to defeat or displace public regulatory controls, and by ulti-
mately helping perpetuate neoliberal scripts inimical to government
policy and regulatory defenses of the public interest in environmental
quality and protection [15–17,19,40].

In sum, while some governance research identifies private govern-
ance initiatives as promising complements for public environmental
policy and regulation – as necessary if often insufficient remedies for
the gaps left by public regulatory government [11,25,60,61] – other
scholarship has emphasized the variety of ways in which private gov-
ernance stands to undermine public environmental policy and protec-
tion.

Through its empirically-grounded analysis of private governance
initiatives for greening the US electricity sector – a site of coexistence
and interaction between public and private environmental regulation –
this study contributes to the ongoing efforts at overcoming such scho-
larly polarization. It specifically adds to the body of governance re-
search focused on distinguishing the variables and contexts that pro-
duce public–private governance conflict or substitution from those
conducive to various shades of positive synergy, like complementarity
and mutual reinforcement [13,22,23,25,61,62].

2.3. Greening the US electricity sector: public policy efforts

The principal public policy and regulatory drivers for decarbonizing
the US electricity sector come from state governments, mainly in the
form of state renewable electricity standards (RES or RPS (Renewable
Portfolio Standards)), state energy efficiency resource standards
(EERS), and a 9-state regional cap-and-trade initiative for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from the electricity sector (RGGI).

Enacted by 29 states and the District of Columbia, RES require that
electricity providers operating within a state's territory reach a certain
regulatorily specified amount of renewably generated electricity in
their power supply. Similar in their broad purpose, state RES vary
widely in their the specifics, including renewable electricity targets and
timeframes, the types of electricity providers included in their reg-
ulatory purview, and the types of renewable sources recognized or
prioritized in each standard. The most ambitious RES targets and
timeframes call for 50% or more renewables by 2030,4 while less am-
bitious ones call for 20% or less by the early 2020s.5 Complementing
state RES, state EERS require utilities to achieve a specified amount of
energy savings (i.e. a specified reduction in annual electricity sales)
through energy efficiency measures of their choosing.

Federal grid greening policy has come mainly in the form of eco-
nomic incentives – renewable investment and production tax credits
(ITC and PTC). The sole federal regulatory mandate for decarbonizing
electricity generation – the Obama EPA's 2015 Clean Power Plan –
stalled at the launch and has never been implemented. Initially blocked
through a successful legal challenge by 24 coal friendly and/or reg-
ulation-averse states, the CPP was later repealed by an environmentally
hostile Trump administration and replaced with an ‘Affordable Clean
Energy’ Rule (ACE). Nominally intended to fulfill EPA's regulatory ob-
ligations (as specified by Massachusetts v. EPA), ACE is effectively de-
signed to facilitate the continued use of fossil fuels in US electricity
generation. The Trump administration has also undertaken a series of
additional steps to heighten carbon-lock in and erase the modest public
regulatory progress on decarbonization. These include a push to freeze
or dramatically roll back vehicle fuel economy standards; revocation of
a long standing federal waiver that has allowed California to set auto-
emission limits stricter than the federal ones, while enabling many
other states to regulate by California's stricter standard; a loosening of
requirements for methane emissions control by the oil and gas industry;
and a withdrawal from the Paris Climate Agreement (though many of
these Trump administration policies are undergoing legal challenges
from numerous US states and a range of civil society actors and orga-
nizations).

2.4. Greening the US electricity sector: private governance pressures

A growing number of companies are seeking to power some or all of
their US operations with carbon-free electricity from renewable sources
[63,64]. Adopted in a context of pressures or expectations from a wide
range of corporate stakeholders,6 but also, and importantly, in response
to the increasingly competitive economics and favorable risk and price
volatility profiles of renewables [32,33,65], corporate renewable goals
and procurement activities have created a sizeable voluntary

3 Such as gains from corporate eco-efficiency programs that reduce pollution
by improving energy and resource use efficiency, or gains from lead-firm driven
initiatives for greening and de-toxifying operations and value chains.

4 As of June 2019, such ambitious targets have been adopted in the states of
California, New Jersey, New York, Nevada, and Vermont

5 States with such less ambitious standards include North Carolina, Ohio,
Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, and Arizona.

6 Including employees and investors as well as ENGOs and assorted civil so-
ciety actors – see for ex. Greenpeace. 2012. How clean is your cloud? Catalyzing
an energy revolution; Greenpeace. 2015. Clicking clean: a guide to building the
green internet. Update; Greenpeace. 2017. Clicking clean: who is winning the
race to build a green internet?; Also, see The Guardian 2020 – https://www.
theguardian.com/technology/2020/jan/16/microsoft-carbon-emissions-
negative-2030).
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renewables market in addition to the compliance market created by
state RES. Corporate renewable goals and procurement activities have,
in other words, added a significant market pull to the regulatory elec-
tricity decarbonization push of state RES [66,67]. As of late 2019, close
to two-thirds of Fortune 100 and nearly half of Fortune 500 companies
have set ambitious renewable energy targets [64,68], while the RE100
initiative counts over 150 global companies committed to powering all
their operations with carbon-free electricity from renewable sources,
111 of them close to meeting this 100% green power commitment
[20,21]. Engaged in a series of innovative renewable procurement ef-
forts, these corporate electricity buyers have made the US a world
leader in business renewable procurement, with more than 60% of
current global renewable procurement contracting taking place in the
US [20].

In addition to growing in number, the companies pursuing renew-
able power have grown in diversity, spanning the range of industry
sectors: from information technology and manufacturing companies to
retail, apparel, consumer packaged goods, health, biotechnology, and
pharmaceutical corporations [21,31,64,69].

Corporate renewable aspirations and commitments range in scope
and specifics. Some companies, like Google, Microsoft, Mars, Unilever,
Walmart, Nike, and AbbVie are committed to powering 100% of their
operations with carbon-free renewables, and doing so by a specific
deadline that falls within the next 10 to 20 years. Others aim for 100%
renewables as a stretch goal, but with long or unspecified time-frames
(e.g. Walmart, GM, Amazon, Procter & Gamble, Johnson & Johnson).
Still others, like Best Buy, Caterpillar, IBM, Cisco, have relatively
modest commitments of 12–30% renewables by 2020, while a number
of companies – e.g. a majority of the hundreds of corporate members of
the EPA Green Power Partnership (EPA GPP – a government-initiated
green club for voluntary renewable energy buyers) – are signaling in-
terest and pursuing some renewable procurement but without speci-
fying explicit renewable procurement targets [21,64,70].

A number of corporate electricity buyers are also explicitly seeking
additionality in their renewable electricity purchases – i.e. looking for
ways of renewable procurement that allow them to leverage their fa-
cilities’ electricity demand towards adding renewable generation ca-
pacity to the US grid, preferably the same parts of the grid to which
their facilities are physically connected.

Several features of US corporate renewable procurement underscore
its significance as a source of private regulatory pressure for electricity
decarbonization. First, renewable procurement is not limited to a few
corporate environmental leaders. Although not yet universal, corporate
renewable purchases and commitments are increasingly common across
a wide range of companies and industry sectors, and increasingly ac-
knowledged by energy researchers and electricity providers as a major
driver of grid-greening and renewable capacity addition [20,71].
Second, regardless of the primary reasons which originally motivated
them (economic, eco-efficiency, normative, or stakeholder pressure),
many of the recently proliferated corporate renewable commitments
are formal and public, with companies’ progress on meeting such
commitments having the potential to impact their reputational capital
and social license. Third, companies with renewable sourcing com-
mitments are actively pursuing the fulfillment of these commitments,
often with the assistance of experienced ENGOs active in the climate
and renewables space [69,72]. Some of the most active corporate re-
newable buyers’ groups, including the Rocky Mountain Institute's
Business Renewables Center (BRC), the WRI and WWF-coordinated
Corporate Renewable Energy Buyers Principles, the global RE100, and
the US Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance (REBA), started as (and/or
still operate as) NGO-initiated business-NGO collaborations. These
business-NGO collaborations are explicitly focused on expanding cor-
porate renewable sourcing and improving corporate access to carbon-
free renewable electricity across all regions of the US, i.e. focused on
greening the US grid.

2.5. Research questions

In Vandenbergh and Gilligan's pragmatic spirit of avoiding a pa-
nacea bias [11], which leads scholars and activists to discount readily
available if likely partial private governance solutions in favor of pre-
sumably superior but politically and/or practically unattainable public
policy ones, this study aims to develop an empirically-derived under-
standing of both the potential and limits of private governance ap-
proaches to grid greening and electricity decarbonization. To that end,
it tackles two main sets of questions within the empirical context of the
US electricity sector:

1 What are the grid-greening impacts of private electricity governance
through corporate renewable procurement?

2 What are the dynamics and practical consequences of public–private
governance interactions? Specifically, what are the public policy
spillovers of private electricity governance, and how do they affect
the pace and direction of US renewable transitions?

The study thus examines both the direct and indirect – i.e. pub-
lic–policy-mediated – effects of private electricity governance.

3. Methods

Data for this study was collected through archival research strate-
gically supplemented through open-ended conversations with expert
business and NGO informants. The archival portion of the research
relied on 7 main categories of data sources, as follows:

1 Technical reports and papers compiled by corporate renewable
buyers and their business associations; most importantly, those
compiled by or for Advanced Energy Economy (AEE) – a trade as-
sociation representing advanced energy companies and corporate
renewable buyers; The Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance (REBA);
RE100; the World Business Council on Sustainable Development
(WBCSD); the Retail Industry Leader's Association (RILA), and the
Information Technology Industry Council (ITI).

2 Reports by management consulting and investment companies, most
importantly the annual levelized cost of energy report compiled by
the financial advisory and asset management company Lazard, and
renewable markets and corporate renewable procurement reports
compiled by Deloitte.

3 Reports, papers, and data by key government research institutions
working on renewable technologies and markets in the US, most
importantly data, fact sheets, and reports produced by the Lawrence
Berkeley national Laboratory (LBNL), the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL), and the Energy Information
Administration (EIA).

4 Reports and papers by major environmental NGOs working in the
climate policy and renewables space, most importantly the reports
and papers of leading ENGOs working to spur, facilitate, or enable
corporate renewable procurement in the US: Greenpeace USA,
WWF, the Word Resources Institute (WRI), the Rocky Mountain
Institute (RMI) and its Business Renewables Center (RMI BRC),
CERES, and CDP.

5 The websites of corporate renewable buyers’ groups, coalitions, and
business associations (AEE, Corporate Renewable Buyers’ Principles,
REBA, RE100, We Mean Business), as well as the websites of ENGOs
involved in the facilitation and/or tracking of corporate renewable
commitments and procurement (most critically, those of CERES,
Greenpeace, RMI BRC, WRI, WWF).

6 Specialized media coverage of US renewable markets and technol-
ogies plus corporate renewable procurement in the US
(GreenBiz.com, Utility Dive, GTM, Energy News Network,
CleanTechnica, Grist.org).

7 Some general media coverage of corporate renewable procurement
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and electricity sector regulation (keyword searches to find addi-
tional specifics on instances and aspects of corporate renewable
procurement and corporate policy advocacy covered in the specia-
lized media coverage and/or business and NGO press-releases and
blog entries – e.g. keyword searches of general media coverage to
find details on specific corporate renewable deals, corporate in-
volvements in policy advocacy, etc.)

The interview portion of the research consisted of several open-
ended conversations with expert informants, intended to clarify or ex-
pand on aspects of corporate renewable procurement and/or corporate
policy advocacy identified through archival research. These include
conversations with:

1 key NGO staffers involved in facilitating corporate renewable pro-
curement and/or knowledgeable about renewable procurement
options, obstacles, and markets (three interviews, two in-person,
one over the phone)

2 key ENGO staffers advancing electricity decarbonization through
enforcing environmental compliance by incumbent utilities while
exploring avenues for facilitating buyer-driven grid-greening (two
in-person interviews)

3 lead staff of corporate renewable consultancies (two interviews, one
in-person, one over-the-phone)

4 lead renewable procurement staff of a major US corporation with
renewable procurement goals (one in-person interview).

Technical reports produced by renewable buyer groups and business
associations, as well as white papers and technical reports compiled by
environmental NGOs, government research institutions, and manage-
ment consultancies (archival sources 1–4 above) were particularly in-
strumental for tracking and understanding trends and mechanisms of
corporate renewable procurement in the US. These technical reports,
along with specialized media coverage and the blogs of ENGOs and
energy consultants (source categories 5 and 6), were also instrumental
in understanding the market and regulatory obstacles to corporate re-
newable procurement, and the various financial, contractual, or policy
actions and innovations that corporate electricity buyers have under-
taken to overcome such obstacles and achieve renewable power ob-
jectives.

The websites of corporate renewable buyers’ associations, and those
of climate- and renewables active ENGOs working to facilitate corpo-
rate renewable procurement (source category 5 above) were particu-
larly instrumental in identifying and tracking business involvement in
public policy and regulatory advocacy in favor of renewables. The
REBA website, as well as the Blog and News portions of the AEE and
CERES websites, respectively, were core sources of data and informa-
tion on corporate involvement in pro-renewables policy advocacy.

4. Results

To advance the analytical tasks set by the two main research
questions, this section starts by laying out direct impacts and current
limitations of corporate renewable procurement as a tool for private
energy governance. It then zeroes in on the dynamics of private–public
governance interaction to underscore some important indirect impacts
of private electricity governance. Specifically, the second part of the
results section lays out the positive public policy spillovers of private
energy and electricity governance, showing how business engagement
in private governance initiatives for electricity decarbonization has
served to turn corporate electricity buyers into advocates and suppor-
ters of public policy and regulatory action for decarbonization.

4.1. Corporate renewable procurement as a direct driver of grid-greening:
impacts and limitations

Business demand and procurement of green power have driven the
addition of substantial renewable generation capacity to the US grid.
The Rocky Mountain Institute's Business Renewables Center (BRC) – a
membership platform that streamlines and accelerates US corporate
purchasing of off-site, large-scale wind and solar energy – reports that
between 2014 and 2018, corporate renewable procurement has driven
the addition of 15.46 GW renewable generation capacity to the US grid.
The BRC Deal Tracker also reflects an upward trajectory of private-
governance-driven renewable capacity additions, with 2018 marking
the largest capacity additions to date – 6.53 GW of capacity additions
driven by the private governance work of 40 large companies entering
into 75 different renewable procurement contracts with renewable
developers. And these BRC numbers only account for public renewable
procurement transactions while omitting capacity additions resulting
from smaller scale, on-site renewables such as rooftop solar PV.7

Such completed corporate renewable procurements represent pro-
gress towards a broader private governance goal of adding 60 GW of
renewable capacity to the US grid by 2025 – a goal set by corporate
members of the US Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance (or REBA),8 and
remarkable in that it represents an approximate doubling of the capa-
city additions expected to come through utility compliance with ex-
isting state RES.9

In spite of such progress, however, renewable procurement has re-
mained challenging for smaller companies with lower electricity de-
mand. Further, much of the buyer-driven renewable capacity additions
have occurred in restructured electricity markets, markets where elec-
tricity generation is open to competition (rather than being dominated
by a state-regulated and vertically integrated monopoly utilities), and
companies can readily flex their buyer power in favor of renewables.

In general, corporate electricity buyers can access green power
through one of several renewable procurement pathways. Not all of
these renewable procurement pathways are equally positioned to pro-
vide green power with the economic and environmental attributes
sought by many corporate renewable buyers, however. And business
access to some of the most environmentally, economically, and prac-
tically desirable procurement pathways is often limited by factors such
as the jurisdictional location of a company's facilities within the com-
plex mosaic of differently regulated US electricity markets, as well as
the attitude and regulatory status of the utilities who serve as incum-
bent electricity providers in the various electricity markets where a
company's facilities are located.

A number of companies, for example, engage in renewable pro-
curement through the purchase of unbundled Renewable Energy
Credits, or unbundled RECs [21,67]. These Unbundled RECs represent
the environmental attributes of renewably generated electricity when
counted and sold separately from the electricity itself. While readily
accessible to any corporate renewable buyer, regardless of the size,
physical location, or jurisdictional location of their facilities, renewable
procurement through unbundled RECs purchases has important fi-
nancial and environmental downsides.

From a financial standpoint, a company pursuing renewable pro-
curement though the purchase of unbundled RECs can buy the cheapest
available RECs from any renewable generator in the US, and count
them as a renewable power supply, while its facilities continue to
physically draw electricity from their local power grid. In a context of

7 https://businessrenewables.org/corporate-transactions/
8 https://rebuyers.org/about/; Natali, Paolo, and Lily Donge. 2016. A new

Chapter for Renewable Energy Buyers. RMI Outlet, May 25, 2016.
9 Barbose, Galen. 2016. US Renewables Portfolio Standards: 2016 Status

Report. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/all/
files/lbnl-1005057.pdf
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where renewables offer low price volatility compared to conventional
energy sources, and where the cost of utility-scale renewables has be-
come competitive with or lower than that of conventionally generated
electricity [32,33], however, corporate renewable buyers who procure
renewables through unbundled RECs are ultimately unable to take
advantage of the increasingly competitive economics and price of re-
newables. The cost of unbundled RECs (however low) is always added
to the electricity buyer's baseline electricity costs, so an unbundled
RECs buyer continues to be exposed to the price volatility of conven-
tional energy sources and foregoes the possibility of benefiting from the
increasingly competitive economics and price of renewables.

From an environmental standpoint, the gird-greening value of re-
newable procurement through unbundled REC purchases remains un-
certain and contested. While some environmental, business, and aca-
demic analysts see corporate purchases of unbundled RECs as
contributing to the expansion of aggregate renewable demand, others
point to the large surplus of voluntary RECs on the national market and
underscore the lack of evidence linking growth in voluntary unbundled
REC purchases to increases in the amount of renewable generation
[73,74].

The installation of behind-the-meter rooftop solar is another way, a
direct and highly visible way, for a company of any size in any elec-
tricity market jurisdiction to supply its facilities with green power from
newly added renewable generation capacity. Such behind-the-meter on-
site renewable generation is ultimately limited in size and capacity,
however. Even companies whose facilities are optimally sized and lo-
cated can only meet a fraction of their corporate electricity needs from
rooftop renewables, and even companies with the largest on-site re-
newable generation capacity (companies like Walmart, Target, and
IKEA) continue to draw the majority of their power from the grid.

Companies whose facilities and operations are located in one of the
24 states (plus Washington DC) that have fully or partly restructured
electricity markets10 can readily flex their buyer power to advance
electricity decarbonization – they can sign with or switch to utility
providers who offer environmentally and economically attractive re-
newable sourcing options; or they can execute direct Power Purchase
Agreements (PPA) with a renewable developer for the long-term, fixed-
price, “bundled” purchase of electricity and RECs.

Companies operating in regulated electricity markets – i.e. compa-
nies who largely depend for their electricity supply on their incumbent,
state-regulated and vertically integrated monopoly utilities – can also
flex their buyer power to add renewable generation capacity to the US
grid. But the forms and impacts of such flexing are shaped and con-
strained by state electricity market regulation, as well as state renew-
able policies and their impact on the development and availability of
renewable capacity in regulated electricity markets.

One renewable procurement pathway used by large corporate re-
newable buyers with operations in regulated, monopoly utility elec-
tricity markets is the Virtual Power Purchase Agreement. Many of the
corporate renewable procurement deals reflected in the BRC Deal
Tracker are deals using the Virtual PPA procurement mechanism.
Virtual PPAs are long-term (12–30 year) fixed-price contracts between
a corporate renewable buyer with facilities and operations in a regu-
lated electricity market and a renewable power generator whose ca-
pacity is located in a restructured electricity market. In virtual PPA
arrangements, the corporate renewable buyer contracts with a renew-
able developer for the purchase of renewably generated electricity at a
long-term fixed price. The electricity generated as a result of the VPPA
contract is not delivered to the corporate renewable buyer, however – it
is sold at market rate in the electricity market where the renewable
generator operates, while the corporate renewable buyer keeps the
RECs associated with its renewable generation, but continues to

physically power its operations with electricity purchased from, and
delivered by its regional monopoly utility. Also known as a “contract for
differences” VPPAs work so that when electricity rates in the generator's
market are above the pre-agreed strike price of the PPA contract, the
renewable generator pays the difference to the corporate buyer, and
vice versa.11

While an important financial and contractual tool – a tool that en-
ables companies to flex their buyer power in a way that adds new re-
newable generation capacity in restructured electricity markets –
Virtual PPAs are legally complex and financially riskier than more di-
rect pathways of corporate renewable procurement. Specifically, re-
gardless of recent financial innovations,12 virtual PPAs can be uncertain
in delivering on the competitive economics (low cost and low price
volatility) of utility scale renewables. From an environmental per-
spective, Virtual PPAs concentrate the addition of renewable capacity
in restructured market regions of the grid, as opposed to advancing a
more geographically even spread of renewables penetration.13

A second renewable procurement pathway commonly sought by
companies operating in regulated (i.e. monopoly utility) markets is that
of utility-provided green power options. Known as green tariffs, or
green source riders, such utility-supplied green power options come in
the form of utility-regulator-approved rate structures specifically de-
signed to provide corporate and institutional buyers with access to
utility-supplied carbon-free electricity from renewable generation ca-
pacity. Utility-provided green power options are attractive for the many
companies that do not have the size, financial capacity, and/or orga-
nizational resources to engage in complex renewable procurement
contracts such as VPPAs and even direct PPAs, which are also complex
and otherwise challenging for smaller companies and electricity users.
Many corporate renewable buyers have thus pressed their utility sup-
pliers to provide them with competitively priced and environmentally
appropriate renewable electricity offerings. Utility-provided renewable
power options, however, are still relatively scarce as well as un-
attractive to corporate renewable buyers seeking to act as private en-
vironmental regulators while taking advantage of the competitive
economics and favorable risk profile of renewables. A number of ex-
isting utility green power options, for example, charge price premiums
for the delivery of renewably generated electricity whose generation
cost is lower than that of conventional alternatives; and/or they fail to
provide bundled RECs and/or additionality attributes sought by many
corporate renewable buyers as part of the green power options they
offer to corporate electricity buyers. Of the 29 green tariff options that
19 utilities have made available to their commercial and institutional
buyers (across 18 states), only 15 have any corporate subscribers, while
the rest remain unutilized by corporate renewable buyers [75].14

10 See https://www.customerfirstrenewables.com/resources/regulated-
deregulated-energy-markets/

11 Also see Renewable Choice Energy Blog, October 14, 2016, https://www.
renewablechoice.com/blog-competitive-electricity-markets/ ; USEPA GPP
2017; Google 2013a; https://www.utilitydive.com/news/as-corporate-
renewable-buying-surges-new-deals-pressure-utilities-to-impro/547485/

12 e.g. https://www.greenbiz.com/article/microsoft-has-figured-out-way-
reduce-risks-associated-ppas ; https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/
2018/10/16/buying-renewable-energy-should-be-easy-heres-one-way-to-
make-it-less-complex/

13 Google 2013a; b; Dienel & Wiehl 2016 – https://www.bsr.org/en/our-
insights/blog-view/member-spotlight-bill-weihl-sustainability-director-
facebook

14 Also see AEEI. 2017. Making Corporate Renewable Energy Purchasing
Work For All Utility Customers. Advanced Energy Economy Institute. https://
info.aee.net/making-corporate-renewable-energy-purchasing-work-for-all-
utility-customers; RILA & ITI (Retail Industry Leaders Association and
Information Technology Industry Council). January 2017. Corporate Clean
Energy Procurement Index: State Leadership & Rankings.; Tawney, Leta, Priya
Barua, and Celina Bonguli. February 2018. Emerging Green Tariffs in U.S.
Regulated Electricity Markets. WRI Issue Brief. http://wriorg.s3.amazonaws.
com/s3fs-public/emerging-green-tariffs-in-us-regulated-electricity-markets_0.
pdf, last accessed July 10, 2018.
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In sum, US corporate electricity buyers are actively seeking re-
newable electricity procurement, but many are still struggling to meet
renewable procurement ambitions, goals, and commitments by working
through the market and relying on buyer power and private authority
alone.

4.2. Corporate renewable demand as an indirect driver of grid-greening:
public policy spillovers of private electricity governance

The challenges of expanding grid-greening and renewable access
through means of private authority alone have driven a number of
corporate electricity buyers to seek facilitating public policy and reg-
ulatory action. Working individually and collectively, on their own
initiative and/or with prompting and guidance from ENGOs, corporate
renewable buyers are supporting a range of federal and state policy and
regulatory interventions to expand renewable generation and enhance
business access to carbon-free renewable electricity across the US. They
are doing so through a range of advocacy actions, from public state-
ments in support of grid-greening and electricity decarbonization to
amicus briefs, comments on proposed regulation, ballot initiative sup-
port, drafting of model legislation, and lobbying of state and federal
lawmakers.

Advanced Energy Economy (AEE) – a trade association created by
Tom Styer and representing over 80 advanced energy companies and
their business clients, including 10 of the largest corporate renewable
buyers in the US, has been formed with the explicit purpose of public
policy advocacy in favor of advanced energy and energy decarboniza-
tion in the US.15 CERES BICEP – the Business for Innovative Climate
and Energy Policy Network, convened and coordinated by the sus-
tainability NGO CERES and boasting over 50 corporate members with
climate and renewable energy programs and commitments, has orga-
nized a wide range of business engagements in advocacy for specific
federal and state policies to advance decarbonization.16

The Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance (REBA) – which started as a
business-NGO collaboration for private, market-driven greening of the
US electricity sector, launched and facilitated by four climate-active
NGOs, has recently shed its NGO leadership and re-incorporated as a
trade association for the specific purpose of ratcheting the scale and
impact of its pro-renewables political and policy advocacy.17 The or-
ganizational transformation of REBA from a business-NGO alliance for
private climate and energy governance to a policy-focused business
group representing 200 large corporate energy buyers and 150 clean
energy developers is illustrative of the public policy role increasingly
assumed by business actors seeking to enhance the reach and impact of
their private climate and energy governance though a series of public
policy engagements.

A number of the large corporate electricity buyers who have gra-
dually assumed the role of private climate and energy regulators are
thus starting to take on public policy roles. They are engaging in lob-
bying and advocacy for public policy and regulatory interventions that

a) extend the reach of private, market-driven decarbonization efforts

by expanding the capacity of corporate and institutional buyers to
procure carbon-free electricity from renewable developers and
providers and/or

b) directly advance the decarbonization of the US electricity sector
through renewable generation and/or energy efficiency programs
and mandates.

On the federal level, corporate renewable buyers have engaged in
several types of advocacy in favor of grid-greening and electricity
decarbonization. They have supported and advocated for the EPA Clean
Power Plan (CPP), both during the regulatory process and in the courts,
where groups of corporate renewable buyers have filed Amicus briefs in
favor of CPP when the plan first faced a legal challenge by states, and
where AEE has petitioned for a judicial review of EPA's recent CPP
repeal.18 Corporate renewable buyers have opposed Trump Adminis-
tration actions favoring coal and nuclear power (e.g. through meetings
with, and comments submitted to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and DOE,19 and they are lobbying federal law-
makers in support of recently introduced carbon pricing legislation.20

Corporate renewable buyers are also prominent among the business,
CSO, and government signatories of the We Are Still In declaration
supporting US participation in the Paris Climate Agreement and pled-
ging action to meet the Paris goals.

Given state government's current primacy in energy and electricity
regulation, even more notable and potentially consequential is corpo-
rate advocacy for state policy and regulatory action on grid-greening
and electricity decarbonization.

4.2.1. Business support for state-level public policy interventions that
facilitate private environmental governance of the US electricity sector

One key category of business engagement in state energy and
electricity policy involves corporate advocacy for state legislative and/
or regulatory actions that extend the grid-greening reach and impact of
private governance. Key among these are state policy and regulatory
actions that make renewable procurement easier and more readily ac-
cessible for corporate and institutional buyers of all sizes and energy
profiles (including buyers with smaller energy demand and no in-house
legal teams capable of negotiating complex VPPA deals with remotely
located renewable developers).

Utility green tariffs: A number of corporate electricity buyers and/or
their business groups are engaged in advocating for the regulatory ex-
pansion of environmentally and economically appropriate utility green
tariffs in regulated electricity markets. Corporate renewable buyers and
their business associations are specifically urging state regulators to
nudge or require that regulated monopoly utilities provide their cor-
porate and institutional customers with a ready mechanism for pur-
chasing competitively priced, bundled renewable electricity with ad-
ditionality attributes.21 In a related effort, renewable buyers are calling

15 AEE defines advanced energy to include “a broad range of products and
services that constitute the best available technologies for meeting energy needs
today and tomorrow …[including] energy efficiency, demand response, energy
storage, natural gas electric generation, solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, electric
vehicles, biofuels and smart grid.” – see https://www.aee.net/about/aee

16 https://www.ceres.org/networks/ceres-policy-network
17 Lou Leonard comments, Behavioral Wedge +10 Workshop, Vanderbilt Law

School, February 29, 2019; https://www.greenbiz.com/article/newly-
independent-reba-and-founding-ngos-plan-supercharge-corporate-renewables-
procurement ; The Economist, March 30, 2019. Renewable energy power
struggle: more corporations want clean energy: getting it can be tricky. https://
www.economist.com/business/2019/03/28/reba-is-a-new-lobby-for-
corporate-buyers-of-clean-energy

18 https://www.ceres.org/news-center/press-releases/365-companies-and-
investors-announce-support-epas-clean-power-plan ; https://www.edf.org/
media/clean-power-plan-amicus-briefs-show-unstoppable-momentum-climate-
action; https://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/content/2016.04.01_major_
tech_companies_amicus_brief_for_epa.pdf ; https://www.edf.org/sites/default/
files/content/2016.04.01_adobe_mars_ikea_bcbs_ma_amicus_brief_for_epa.pdf ;
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2019-09/documents/aee_19-
1186_pfr_09062019.pdf

19 https://blog.aee.net/buyers-group-has-busy-first-year-promoting-access-
protecting-markets ; https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/reports/2018-
03/47071_MDD_Booklet_Web%20%281%29.pdf ; https://blog.aee.net/topic/
federal-policy-update?hsFormKey=0adfe00f77d1d0030f4e7c16bd64740e

20 https://www.ceres.org/events/lead-carbon-pricing ; https://www.ceres.
org/news-center/blog/business-case-price-carbon ; https://www.ceres.org/
sites/default/files/reports/2019-02/Ceres%202019_Policy_Outlook_webfinal.
pdf

21 https://www.smartenergydecisions.com/blog/2019/05/10/how-to-get-
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for closer state regulator scrutiny of utilities’ Integrated Resource Plans
(IRPs)22 to ensure that utilities’ long range planning responds to cor-
porate renewable demand and gives adequate consideration to renew-
able and efficiency options (rather than ignoring them in favor of ex-
tending fossil fuel baseload).

In Virginia, for example, both AEE and a CERES-coordinated group
of corporate renewable buyers have repeatedly approached the state's
utility regulator, Virginia's State Corporation Commission, asking for
better utility green tariffs – ones that offer additionality and deliver
renewably generated electricity bundled with its associated RECs, while
also reflecting the highly competitive cost of utility-scale renewables.
Corporate renewable buyers are also pressing Virginia's utility regulator
for a stricter scrutiny of fossil-fuel intensive utility IRPs and empha-
sizing the failure of such IRPs to account for current and future business
demand for renewables.23 Renewables-seeking technology companies,
which have a significant presence in Virginia and represent a key source
of electricity demand in the state, have been public in rejecting utility
IRPs that plan for expansion of fossil-fueled generation capacity, and
communicating such rejection to state policymakers.24

AEE, whose scope of policy engagement spans the 50 states, has
developed a set of green tariff design principles along with customiz-
able model bills and resolutions for legislative expansion of utility green
tariffs,25 while guiding corporate policy engagement on utility green
power offerings.26 More broadly, AEE is pursuing state-by-state legis-
lative and regulatory engagement in pursuit of policy solutions that
expand corporate renewable procurement options.27

Direct procurement options in regulated electricity markets: In addition
to better utility green tariffs, corporate renewable buyers who operate
in regulated electricity markets are advocating for the passage of state
laws that allow them to leave the service of a monopoly utility which
fails to offer appropriate green power options, and give them the ability
to procure electricity from competitive renewable generators instead.

AEE has been particularly active on securing large buyer access to di-
rect renewable procurement and other monopoly utility alternatives,
developing model laws and policies while engaging state legislators and
regulators to advocate for their adoption. Corporate renewable buyers
organized in AEE's Advanced Energy Buyer's Group, for example, have
recently advocated for the legislative and/or regulatory expansion of
direct corporate renewable access in California (successful), Virginia
(unsuccessful) and Michigan (ongoing).28

Similarly active are groups of corporate renewable buyers with
membership in CERES BICEP and other groups of corporate climate
leaders, such as RE100 and We Mean Business.

In Missouri, for example, a group of these corporate renewable
buyers (including CERES BICEP members General Mills, Nestle, and
Unilever, RE100 members GM, H&M, P&G, Walmart, and Unilever, as
well as Cargill and Target) have repeatedly approached state lawmakers
and the governor to advocate for new legislation that gives them the
ability to purchase renewable electricity from third-party renewable
capacity developers while continuing to rely on incumbent monopoly
utilities for the delivery of this electricity to corporate facilities and
operations. Although unsuccessful thus far, corporate renewable
buyers’ advocacy in Missouri is notable with its focus on changing a
regulatory status quo that favors carbon lock-in by binding large elec-
tricity buyers to incumbent monopoly utilities even when such utilities
fail to provide the environmentally and economically attractive re-
newable procurement options available in other markets and sought by
corporate buyers.

Deregulation of state electricity markets: Finally, several corporate
renewable buyers (including data center and technology solutions
company Switch, Walmart, Patagonia, Tesla, CERES BICEP member
Squaw Valley Alpine Meadows, and several casino companies) have led
a policy effort for deregulating Nevada's electricity market to break the
monopoly of the vertically integrated state utility (NV Energy), allow
market entry for renewable generators, and give all electricity buyers
the ability to procure electricity from a renewable provider of their
choice. Successfully putting electricity deregulation on the 2016 state
ballot (as a proposed Constitutional amendment), Nevada's electric
choice advocates ultimately fell short of opening up the state's elec-
tricity market, tripped up by massive utility resistance. Although un-
successful, this effort at opening up Nevada's electricity market to re-
newable generator competition has driven an expansion of
environmentally and economically attractive renewable offerings by
the state's monopoly utility; it has also served to facilitate a legislative
ratcheting up, in 2019, of the state RPS (from 25% by 2025 to 50% by
2030).

4.2.2. Business support for state-level policy interventions that directly
advance the greening of the US electricity sector

Corporate renewable buyers have also stepped into the political and
policy process to advocate for maintaining and strengthening state RPS,
EERS, and other renewables-promoting state laws and regulations im-
portant for ushering the grid-greening transitions and technologies
sought by corporate renewable buyers.29

Business defense of threatened state renewable policies (RPS, EERS,
etc.): In North Carolina, for example, a regulated electricity market
leading in utility scale solar due to a combination of the state's
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (REPS),
renewable tax credits, and a strongly renewables-favoring approach to

(footnote continued)
utilities-and-regulators-to-provide-renewable-energy-options-that-work-for-
your-company

22 IRPs are utility plans required by most state utility regulators, in which
utilities project electricity demand 10–20 years into the future and state the
energy resources and generation capacity they will need to meet such future
demand. Required by 33 states, IRPs are commonly updated and reviewed by
regulators every 2–3 years.

23 https://www.advancedenergybuyersgroup.org/policy-engagement?__
hstc=62178675.e32ab93a779eaf674a31d31c18aaa282.1561389607701.
1561480427618.1561483574733.5&__hssc=62178675.7.1561483574733&__
hsfp=2039374581 ; https://info.aee.net/hubfs/Advanced%20Energy
%20Buyers%20Group%20-%20AEBG/Advanced%20Energy%20Buyers
%20Group%20-%20Letter%20to%20ACC%20in%20Docket%20No.%20E-
00000V-15-0094%20.pdf?__hstc=149500777.
e32ab93a779eaf674a31d31c18aaa282.1561389607701.1561480427618.
1561483574733.5&__hssc=149500777.88.1561483574733&__hsfp=
2039374581; https://www.ceres.org/sites/default/files/Fact%20Sheets%20or
%20misc%20files/VA%20SCC%20RE%20support%20letter_11.7.16.pdf

24 See for ex. https://www.utilitydive.com/news/tech-giants-pressure-
dominion-for-more-storage-renewables-less-gas-in-vir/554692/ ; http://www.
scc.virginia.gov/docketsearch/DOCS/3b%25301!.PDF; AEE 2019, Active
Policy campaigns document

25 AEE 2017. Expanding Corporate Access to Advanced Energy: Policies to
Meet growing Demand from Corporate Buyers. Available at https://info.aee.
net/hubfs/AEE_July2018/PDF/AEE-Policies-to-Expand-Corporate-Access-to-
Advanced-Energy.pdf, pp. 28–32.

26 https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/articles/2017/06/13/
green-tariffs-attracting-new-loads-with-sustainable-options.html; AEBG.2019.
Renewable Energy Offerings that Work for Companies: A Practical Guide to
Meeting Corporate Renewable Energy Demand in Vertically Integrated Markets;
AEE list of current policy engagements (2019); https://www.
smartenergydecisions.com/blog/2019/05/10/how-to-get-utilities-and-
regulators-to-provide-renewable-energy-options-that-work-for-your-company

27 https://www.aee.net/initiatives/corporate-access-to-advanced-energy

28 AEBG 2019; https://info.aee.net/hubfs/AEE_July2018/PDF/AEE-Policies-
to-Expand-Corporate-Access-to-Advanced-Energy.pdf ; https://blog.aee.net/
buyers-group-has-busy-first-year-promoting-access-protecting-markets ;
https://blog.aee.net/buyers-group-has-busy-first-year-promoting-access-
protecting-markets.

29 https://www.utilitydive.com/news/why-mandates-still-matter-in-the-age-
of-cheap-renewables/513797/
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implementing the federal Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act
(PURPA),30 corporate renewable buyers have stepped in to oppose
threatened legislative repeals of state renewable policies (incentives
and mandates). In response to a quickly moving piece of 2015 state
legislation (H332) – legislation designed to halt the decarbonization of
the North Carolina's electricity sector by freezing state REPS and
changing PURPA implementation to reduce the interconnection of in-
dependently run renewable generation – a diverse group of corporate
renewable buyers (coordinated by AEE and CERES) have lobbied state
lawmakers in opposition to the proposed REPS freeze, and asked them
for a strengthening of North Carolina's renewable policies and pro-
grams.31

Speaking on their own behalf as major investors, employers, and
renewable electricity buyers in the state of North Carolina, and also
speaking as members of TechNet – a political and policy network of
senior executives promoting the innovation economy – Apple,
Facebook, and Google have written state legislators to oppose H332,
support the state REPS, and ask for the continued renewables-friendly
implementation of PURPA. A range of other food, apparel, manu-
facturing, and financial companies (including Google, Mars, Unilever,
VF Corporation, United Technologies, Rand Ingersoll, Trillium Asset
Management and Arjuna Capital) have also leveraged their role as
North Carolina employers and investors to oppose ongoing legislative
attempts at weakening North Carolina's grid-greening policies. These
companies have also asked state legislators for improvements in access
to renewable energy, strong and predictable energy efficiency policies,
and incentives for continued renewable energy investment in North
Carolina.32

Similar groups of corporate renewable buyers have stood in political
and policy defense of threatened state renewables policies in some
deregulated states, such as Ohio. Ohio utilities are increasingly invested
in natural gas capacity and actively lobbying for legislative and reg-
ulatory protections of aging and un-economic fossil fuel and nuclear
generation assets,33 and Ohio state legislators have tended to support
utilities and the natural gas industry over renewables. Legislative as-
saults on Ohio's renewable policies have been ongoing, dating back to
2014, when state lawmakers put a two-year suspension on the state's
RPS and EERS (which mandate that state's utilities achieve 12.5% re-
newably generated electricity and 22% reduction in electricity demand
by 2025). These legislative assaults include repeated attempts at roll-
back, suspension, or repeal of the states RPS and EERS, and the suc-
cessful passage of legislation halting utility-scale wind development by
tripling property-line setback distances for commercial wind turbines.34

Corporate and institutional energy buyers with facilities and op-
erations in Ohio have opposed such efforts at reversing the state's re-
newable policies and advances. The group of Ohio corporate renewable
advocates includes major food companies (Campbell's, Clif Bar, Nestle),
manufacturing companies (Owens Corning, Whirlpool, United
Technologies), retail and apparel companies (IKEA, Gap), as well as
major private and non-profit health care providers in the state
(Cleveland Clinic, Mercy Health, Mount Carmel Health and TriHealth).
Their policy engagement, mobilized and facilitated by AEE and the

CERES Policy Network, has commonly taken the form of legislative and
regulatory advocacy, as well as targeting, education, and persuasion of
state gubernatorial candidates. During the 2018 Ohio gubernatorial
election, for example, AEE organized meetings between its member
companies and key gubernatorial candidates, working to build support
for renewable transitions and offering specific policy and regulatory
pathways for achieving such transitions. AEE has followed a similar
political strategy of 2018 gubernatorial candidate engagement in 8
other states – California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Mexico, and Nevada.35

Business support of ratcheting state renewable policies: In Nevada, an-
other regulated electricity market, corporate renewable buyers, led by
CERES and AEE, have added their voices to those of environmental
NGOs and renewables companies pressing for the legislative ratcheting
of the state's RPS. Starting with the release of a Nevada Clean Energy
Roadmap in the lead up to the November 2018 elections (a roadmap
which prioritizes the ratcheting the state's RPS to 50% (by 2030),
echoing a 2018 ballot initiative calling for the same RPS increase), AEE
organized meetings between its member companies and the state's gu-
bernatorial candidates to emphasize the critical contribution of re-
newables to Nevada's economic and energy future.36 CERES also fa-
cilitated the communication of business political and policy support for
ratcheting the state's RPS, coordinating business letters to Nevada
lawmakers in which corporate renewable buyers with significant pre-
sence in the state (including Dignity Health, EBay, Levi Strauss, Switch,
and Unilever) expressed their support for a 50% RPS by 2030, em-
phasizing the value of renewables for their companies and business
operations, and underscoring the importance they place on a green grid
and readily available renewables when they make siting and investment
decisions. In spring of 2019, rather than waiting for a 2020 voter re-
approval of the 2018 ballot measure in favor of a 50% RPS (voter re-
approval required to make the ballot measure state law), Nevada leg-
islators unanimously ratcheted up the state's RPS to 50% by 2030.

Corporate renewable buyers (including Ben & Jerry's, Brewery
Vivant, Crystal Mountain, Eileen Fisher, General Mills, JLL, Nestlé,
Rockford Brewing Company, Staples and Worthen Industries, and
Whirlpool Corporation) have similarly and successfully backed a
strengthening of energy efficiency and RPS standards in Michigan,
where the state legislature expanded the EERS, removed caps on effi-
ciency investments, and ratcheted the state RPS from an already
achieved 10% in 2016 to 15% by 2021.37

Although available data makes it difficult to determine the precise
role that corporate policy advocacy has played in halting legislative
rollback or securing the legislative ratcheting of state RPS, EERS, and
other pro-renewables state policies, the fact that corporate electricity
buyers are advocating public policy and regulatory action to advance
grid-greening and electricity decarbonization is itself critical to note.
Such corporate advocacy in favor of grid-greening state regulation
suggests the expansion of renewables and decarbonization coalitions;
and it is a promising expansion, given the economic and political

30 https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=27632.
31 https://blog.aee.net/business-leaders-speak-out-against-threat-to-

renewable-and-energy-efficiency-policies-in-north-carolina ; https://blog.aee.
net/in-tumultuous-session-north-carolina-holds-the-line-on-reps-but-allows-
tax-credit-to-expire ;

32 http://www.cleanenergync.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/2017-
Business-Welcome-Letter-to-NC-leg-3.2017.pdf ; http://www.cleanenergync.
com/clean-energy-supporters/; http://www.cleanenergync.com/content/
major-north-carolina-businesses-call-lawmakers-pass-clean-energy-policies/;

33 Protections including state subsidies and utility-monopoly-guaranteeing re-
regulation of the state electricity market.

34 https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2016/12/13/13915236/ohio-
clean-energy-mandates-kasich

35 https://blog.aee.net/businesses-discuss-energy-priorities-with-ohio-
democratic-gubernatorial-hopeful-richard-cordray ; http://www.solarwakeup.
com/2018/10/16/aee-election-scorecard/

36 https://blog.aee.net/nevadas-gubernatorial-candidates-see-opportunity-in-
clean-energy-economy

37 https://www.ceres.org/news-center/press-releases/michigan-lawmakers-
respond-corporate-calls-more-clean-energy ; https://www.ceres.org/sites/
default/files/Fact%20Sheets%20or%20misc%20files/MI%20Corporate
%20Letter%20in%20Support%20of%2015%20percent%20RPS%20(2).pdf;
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mindylubber/2016/12/21/businesses-and-
states-are-united-on-clean-energy/#2c307596bfa0 ; https://aceee.org/blog/
2016/12/new-michigan-law-strengthens-energy ; https://www.greenbiz.com/
article/clean-energy-buyers-team-reshape-policy-landscape ; https://www.aee.
net/articles/michigan-strengthens-clean-energy-standard-maintains-efficiency-
with-energy-bill
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influence of the companies involved (i.e. given the massive instru-
mental and structural power [76] of the corporate renewable buyers
engaging in pro-renewables policy advocacy; and it potentially fore-
shadows a national trend of corporate political and policy support for
renewables.38

5. Discussion and conclusion

This research reveals the role of private governance as a driver of
renewable energy transitions, highlighting two interrelated but distinct
mechanisms through which private governance is working to advance
renewable transitions in the US.

First, private, market-driven efforts at greening the US electricity
sector – efforts that come in the form of corporate demand for carbon-
free, renewably generated electricity, and which are spurred by both
civil society expectations and the rapidly improving economics of re-
newables – are advancing renewable transitions directly, through
driving the addition of renewable generation capacity and a greening of
the US electricity mix beyond that which is required by government
regulation.

Second, and very importantly – private, market-driven governance
initiatives targeted at reforming the choices and practices of the US
electricity sector are advancing energy transitions indirectly, by pro-
ducing positive spillover effects on public policy and regulatory action
towards electricity decarbonization. Corporate renewable commitments
and efforts to meet such commitments through renewable electricity
procurement, this study shows, have served to turn corporate renew-
able buyers – a distinct set of private energy and electricity regulators –
into the beneficiaries and advocates of various public policy and reg-
ulatory interventions that advance grid greening and renewable tran-
sitions.

The positive public policy spillovers of private energy governance –
the potential of corporate renewable goals and procurement to drive
public regulatory greening and decarbonization of the US electricity
sector – take on an added significance in a context of decreases in the
economic value of renewables being projected to occur as a result of
increases in renewable penetration [77,78].

Given that anticipated high-penetration-triggered declines in the
economic value of renewables are projected to be amenable to miti-
gation through a combination of energy storage, geographic capacity
diversification, electricity pricing, and smart-grid strategies [78–80],
the findings presented in this paper would lead us to expect that the
growing ranks of corporate renewable buyers with financial and re-
putational investments in renewable electricity procurement will ad-
vocate for the public regulatory implementation of such value-preser-
ving strategies, even as they deploy available private governance tools
for advancing their adoption. Even if projections for high-penetration-
driven declines in the economic value of renewables do start to obtain
in actual practice, that is, we could expect corporate renewable buyers
to engage in public and private governance activities to mitigate such
declines and remove barriers to continued renewable expansion.

Even if the appropriate technological, planning, and market inter-
ventions do not end up implemented in time and scale sufficient for
stemming increased-penetration-driven decline in the economic value
of renewables, and even if corporate withdrawal from the active and
voluntary pursuit of renewable procurement were to result from such
value decline, private-governance-facilitated institutionalization of
strengthened public renewables policy (such as higher RPS and carbon
reduction or carbon pricing regulations) should serve to entrench
electricity decarbonization gains already achieved.

This study's insights on the dynamics and effects of public–private
governance interactions contribute to sustainability transitions research

by revealing the transition acceleration potential of private energy and
electricity governance. Specifically, the data and analysis presented in
this study reveal the potential of private, market-driven energy gov-
ernance to expand pro-renewable political coalitions and trigger posi-
tive feedbacks between private, buyer-driven regulatory pressures for
greening electricity generation and public regulatory governance to-
wards grid-greening and electricity decarbonization.

By revealing that private, market-driven energy and electricity
governance can serve to bolster demand and support for public policy
action on electricity decarbonization – that public policy can be called
on to fill gaps left private environmental governance and authority, not
just the other way around – the study also advances governance scho-
larship efforts at understanding the patterns and effects of pub-
lic–private governance interactions. These findings further suggest a
need for re-calibration of broad theoretical propositions which paint
private governance as an inexorably neo-liberalizing threat to public
regulatory government [e.g. 16–18]. And they call for a fundamental
re-consideration of spillover bias [11] and its fundamental assumption
that private governance will make the adoption of superior public
policy solutions more difficult.

In sum, the findings of this study point to the multiple contributions
of private governance in advancing energy transitions and electricity
decarbonization, showing how even partial and incremental private
governance interventions could collectively amount to electricity dec-
arbonization impacts greater than the sum of their individual direct
effects.

Extended beyond the immediate issue context of private, buyer-
driven regulatory pressures for greening the US electricity sector, the
analysis presented in this study broadly suggests that the presence of
private, market-based governance initiatives targeted at an environ-
mental issue or problem could create opportunities for improving the
public regulatory government of the same environmental issue or pro-
blem. In a contemporary context of accelerating socio-ecological pro-
blems and lagging institutional and policy solutions, it is particularly
important for scholars, ENGOs, and other civil society actors to remain
alert to potential such opportunities for private-regulation-enabled
strengthening of public regulatory government, to focus on identifying
and activating them.
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